[The average duration of nocturnal reflux in the prognosis of respiratory problems associated with gastroesophageal reflux].
Choice of therapeutic approach remains difficult in patients with gastro-oesophageal reflux and respiratory symptoms. Except in children in whom microaspiration has been demonstrated it is very difficult to predict which ones are going to be relieved from their respiratory disease after GER treatment. In 1981 Jolley and coll. found that the mean duration of nocturnal episodes of reflux (MDNR) in extended pH-metering excluding post-cibal hours could differentiate not only patients with and without respiratory manifestations, but also those in whom respiratory tract disease will disappear after GER treatment from those in whom this will be useless. Only some references on this topic have been published ever since. We have reviewed the charts and pH tracings of the 70 patients with respiratory disease and GER treated in our service aiming at assessing the real value of this parameter in our hands. Fifty-two cases could be evaluated: 41/52 were either improved or completely relieved from their respiratory manifestations (79%) where has the remaining 21% were unchanged by GER treatment. In the first group MDNR was 13.1 +/- 9.7 min and in the second one it was 6.3 +/- 4.6 (p less than 0.05). Our results confirm that MDNR is a valid parameter in order to make prognosis in this particular group of patients.